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ABSTRACT
We give a uniform method for the two problems #CCC and
#ICC of counting connected and irreducible components of
complex algebraic varieties, respectively. Our algorithms are
purely algebraic, i.e., they use only the field structure of C.
They work efficiently in parallel and can be implemented
by algebraic circuits of polynomial depth, i.e., in parallel
polynomial time. The design of our algorithms relies on the
concept of algebraic differential forms. A further important
building block is an algorithm of Szántó [40] computing a
variant of characteristic sets.

The crucial complexity parameter for #ICC turns out to
be the number of equations. We describe a randomised algo-
rithm solving #ICC for a fixed number of rational equations
given by straight-line programs (slps), which runs in par-
allel polylogarithmic time in the length and the degree of
the slps.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.1.2 [Symbolic and Algebraic Manipulation]: Algo-
rithms—Algebraic algorithms; F.2.2 [Analysis of Algo-
rithms and Problem Complexity]: Nonnumerical Al-
gorithms and Problems—Geometrical problems and compu-
tations
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Algorithms, Theory
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ducible components

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Counting Connected Components
The algorithmic problem of getting connectivity informa-

tion about semialgebraic sets is well-studied, see Basu et
al. [3] and the numerous citations given there. In partic-
ular, work of Canny [12] yields algorithms that count the
connected components of a semialgebraic set given by ra-
tional polynomials in polynomial space (and thus in single
exponential time). By separating real and imaginary parts
these methods can be applied to complex algebraic varieties
as well. However, these algorithms use the ordering of the
real field in an essential way, in particular sign tests are al-
lowed. Thus it remained an open problem whether one can
efficiently count the connected components of a complex al-
gebraic variety by only algebraic methods.

A complex variety is connected in the Euclidean topology
iff it is connected in the Zariski topology (this follows easily
from the fact that irreducible varieties are connected in the
Euclidean topology [39, VII, 2.2]). Thus it makes sense to
study the problem #CCk of counting the connected compo-
nents of a variety V ⊆ An := An(k) given over an arbitrary
field k of characteristic zero (k an algebraic closure of k).

We present an algorithm counting connected components
in parallel polynomial time over k, i.e., #CCk ∈ FPARk

(cf. [8] and §2.1 for notation). The idea of our method is
to characterise the number of connected components of a
variety V as the dimension of the zeroth algebraic de Rham
cohomology H0(V ), which is the space of locally constant
regular functions on V . The effective Nullstellensatz [27]
implies that H0(V ) has a basis induced by polynomials of
single exponential degree.

A fundamental computational tool in our algorithm is the
concept of characteristic sets, which goes back to Ritt [36]
and was used by Wu [44] for automated theorem proving.
Their computational complexity was studied by Gallo and
Mishra [16]. Subsequently, algorithms computing variants
of this concept were studied by Kalkbrener [23, 24, 25],
Lazard [30], and Wang [43]. See [1] for a comparison of the
different notions of characteristic sets. Szántó [40] has fur-
ther refined the methods of Kalkbrener to obtain a provably
efficient algorithm. It decomposes the radical of an ideal
in parallel polynomial time into several unmixed radicals



described by ascending sets, which we will call squarefree
regular chains in compliance with [1, 7]. This result implies
that one can describe the “truncated ideal” I(V ) ∩ k[X]≤D

of V , which consists of the polynomials of degree bounded
by D vanishing on V , by a linear system of equations of sin-
gle exponential size, if D is single exponential. In this way,
it is possible to describe H0(V ) by such systems and hence
to compute its dimension efficiently.

1.2 Counting Irreducible Components
The problem of decomposing an algebraic variety V into

irreducible components has been attacked in the last decades
with numerous methods. There are algorithms based on
characteristic sets [44, 30, 24], however, their complexity has
not been analysed. Other methods use Gröbner bases [18,
15], but according to Mayr [32], computing those is exponen-
tial space-complete. The first single exponential time algo-
rithms for computing both the irreducible and absolutely ir-
reducible components are due to Chistov and Grigoriev [13,
20] (in the bit model). Giusti and Heintz [19] succeeded in
giving efficient parallel algorithms, but only for the equidi-
mensional decomposition due to the lack of efficient parallel
factorisation procedures.

Let #ICk denote the problem of counting the absolutely
irreducible components of a variety V ⊆ An(k) given over
an arbitrary field k of characteristic zero. We describe a new
approach for #ICk analogous to our algorithm for #CCk.
The key idea is to replace regular by rational functions on V .
In particular, we use that the number of irreducible compo-
nents of V is the dimension of the space of locally constant
rational functions on V .

1.3 Fixing Parameters
A standard argument [8, Remark 6.3] shows that the com-

plexity of #CCk and #ICk does not depend on whether the
input polynomials are given in dense encoding or by straight-
line programs (slps). However, when input parameters like
the number of variables, the number of equations, or their
maximal degree are fixed, then the choice of the input data
structure matters. We thus study the complexity of #ICk

for fixed input parameters. We focus here on the number r
of equations, which turns out to be crucial. We first discuss
the case r = 1.

1.3.1 Counting Irreducible Factors
The algorithmic factorisation of polynomials is a widely

studied problem. Here we restrict ourselves to factorisation
into absolutely irreducible polynomials. The first work on
absolute irreducibility we are aware of is Heintz et al. [22]
providing a randomised single exponential time algorithm
for testing absolute irreducibility. Kaltofen [26] gave the
first parallel polylogarithmic time algorithm testing absolute
irreducibility of a rational bivariate polynomial. A parallel
polylogarithmic time algorithm to compute the number and
degrees of the absolutely irreducible factors of a rational
polynomial was described by Bajaj et al. [2].

A new approach to factorisation was found by Gao [17],
based on work of Ruppert [37], who characterised abso-
lute irreducibility of a bivariate polynomial f by the non-
existence of a closed differential form with denominator f
and a numerator satisfying certain degree bounds. We inter-
pret the space of these differential forms as the first algebraic
de Rham cohomology H1(An

f ) of the hypersurface comple-

ment defined by f and prove that the ”logarithmic differen-
tials” of the absolutely irreducible factors of f induce a basis
of H1(An

f ). In this way H1(An
f ) can be described by systems

of linear equations of polynomial size. Hence the number of
factors of f can be obtained by a uniform family of algebraic
circuits of polylogarithmic depth, i.e., #IFk ∈ FNC2

k. This
result seems to be new (the algorithm of [2] only works in
the bit model).

1.3.2 Fixed Number of Equations
We show that for a fixed number r of rational equations,

given by straight-line programs, one can solve the problem
#ICC in randomised parallel polylogarithmic time in the
length and the degree of the slps. Our proof of this result es-
sentially uses the concept of generic parsimonious reductions
defined by Bürgisser et al. in [11]. The idea is Bertini’s The-
orem stating that the intersection of an irreducible variety
with a generic hyperplane remains irreducible. By intersect-
ing with a linear subspace of fixed dimension we can estab-
lish a generic parsimonious reduction to a constant number
of variables. The result for the discrete setting then follows
by a new transfer principle.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Models of Computation and Complexity
Our model of computation is that of algebraic circuits,

cf. [42, 8]. We set k∞ :=
F

n∈N k
n and call |x| := n the size

of the input x ∈ kn. Recall that the size of an algebraic
circuit C is the number of nodes of C, and its depth is the
maximal length of a path from an input to an output node.
We say that a function f : k∞ → k∞ can be computed in
parallel time d(n) and sequential time s(n) iff there exists a
polynomial-time uniform family of algebraic circuits (Cn)n∈N
over k of size s(n) and depth d(n) such that Cn computes
f |kn. The function f is called computable in parallel polyno-
mial (polylogarithmic) time iff f can be computed in parallel

time nO(1) ((logn)O(1)) and sequential time 2nO(1)
(nO(1)).

The set of functions f : k∞ → k∞ with |f(x)| = |x|O(1)

which are computable in parallel polynomial (polylogarith-
mic) time is denoted with FPARk (FNCk). As usual, for
the class FNCk, we strengthen this definition by requiring
logspace-uniformity. One denotes with FNCi

k the set of func-
tions computable in parallel time O(logi n) and polynomial
sequential time.

In the case k = F2 algebraic circuits are equivalent to
Boolean circuits and we retrieve the versions of the above
complexity classes in the bit model, which we write in sans
serif, e.g. FNC. The class FPARF2 is denoted by FPSPACE,
since it coincides with the class of all functions computable
by a polynomial-space Turing machine [6].

2.2 Efficient Parallel Linear Algebra
We use differential forms to reduce a number of counting

problems of algebraic geometry to computing the dimension
of the solution space of linear systems of equations. Our
complexity results follow from efficient parallel algorithms
for the latter problem. The dimension of the solution space
of a linear system can be obtained from the rank of its co-
efficient matrix. Mulmuley [33] has reduced this problem to
computing the characteristic polynomial of a matrix, which
can be done in FNC2

k using the algorithm of Berkowitz [4].



For k = Q the bitsize of this algorithm has been analysed
in [31] showing that the corresponding problem lies in FNC2.

2.3 Squarefree Regular Chains
Here we give basic definitions which we adopt from [1] and

outline results of Szántó [40].

2.3.1 Definitions and Basic Properties
We fix an ordering on the variables X1 < . . . < Xn of the

polynomial ring k[X] := k[X1, . . . , Xn]. For a non-constant
polynomial f ∈ k[X] we define its class by class (f) :=
min{Xi | f ∈ k[X1, . . . , Xi]}. Its leading coefficient lc (f)
is its leading coefficient with respect to class (f). A finite
set of non-constant polynomials G = {g1, . . . , gt} in k[X]
is called a triangular set iff class (gi) < class (gi+1) for all
1 ≤ i < t.

The procedure of pseudo division is a generalisation of uni-
variate division with remainder to multivariate polynomials.
For polynomials f, g ∈ k[X] with class (g) = Xi we divide f

by g over the univariate polynomial ring k(X1, . . . ,cXi, . . . ,
Xn)[Xi] and multiply the resulting equation by a suitable
power of lc (g) to obtain polynomial expressions. Thus, there
exist polynomials q, r ∈ k[X] and an integer α ∈ N with

lc (g)αf = qg + r, (1)

where degXi
r < degXi

g and 0 ≤ α ≤ degXi
f−degXi

g+1.
To make q and r unique one usually requires α to be mini-
mal, but also any other sufficiently large choice of α is possi-
ble. For minimal α the pseudo quotient and remainder of f
by g are denoted with pquo (f, g) := q resp. prem (f, g) := r.
For some other large enough α such that there exist q, r
with (1), we denote the modified pseudo quotient and re-
mainder by pquoα(f, g) := q resp. premα(f, g) := r.

Now we generalise the notion of pseudo remainder to tri-
angular sets. Consider a triangular set G = {g1, . . . , gt} ⊆
k[X] and a polynomial f ∈ k[X]. The pseudo remainder
sequence ft, . . . , f0 of f is defined by

ft := f, fi−1 := prem (fi, gi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ t.

We denote by prem (f,G) := f0 the pseudo remainder of f
by G. It follows easily from the defining equations that there
exist polynomials q1, . . . , qt and integers α1, . . . , αt ∈ N with

lc (g1)
α1 · · · lc (gt)

αtf =

tX
i=1

qigi + f0. (2)

Note that degXi
f0 < degXi

gj forXi = class (gj). We define

Red (G) := {f ∈ k[X] |prem (f,G) = 0}.

The set Red (G) is in general not an ideal. We assign to
G the saturated ideal Sat (G) := (G) : Γ∞, where Γ :=Q

i lc (gi). Equation (2) implies Red (G) ⊆ Sat (G).
Before defining the fundamental concept of squarefree reg-

ular chains, we need to introduce some more notation. For
an ideal I ⊆ k[X] we denote by Ass (I) the set of asso-
ciated primes of I, i.e., if I = Q1 ∩ · · · ∩ Qs is an irre-
dundant primary decomposition of I and Qi is Pi-primary,
then Ass (I) = {P1, . . . , Ps}. Now set R := k[X1, . . . , Xn−1].
For a prime ideal P ⊆ R we denote by K(P ) the quotient
field of the integral domain R/P . We have a natural map
R[Xn] � (R/P )[Xn] ↪→ K(P )[Xn], f 7→ fP .

Definition 1. Let G = {g1, . . . , gt} be a triangular set,
and set Gi := {g1, . . . , gi} for 0 ≤ i ≤ t. Then G is called
a squarefree regular chain iff for all 0 ≤ i < t and each
P ∈ Ass (Sat (Gi)) we have

(a) lc (gi+1) /∈ P and

(b) gPi
i+1 is squarefree inK(Pi)[Xj ], whereXj = class (gi+1)

and Pi := P ∩ k[X1, . . . , Xj−1].

The following result was essentially proved in [25], see
also [41, 1, 7].

Proposition 2.1. Let G be a squarefree regular chain.
Then Sat (G) coincides with Red (G) and is a proper un-
mixed radical ideal in k[X].

2.3.2 Decomposition of Radicals
The crucial complexity result on squarefree regular chains

is the following theorem from Szántó [40].

Theorem 2.2. Let the ideal I ⊆ k[X] be given by gener-
ators f1, . . . , fr of degree ≤ d. Then there exist squarefree
regular chains G1, . . . , Gs with

√
I = Sat (G1) ∩ · · · ∩ Sat (Gs). (3)

Furthermore, the degree of the polynomials in Gi and s are

bounded by dO(n2). Finally, the Gi can be computed in par-

allel (sequential) time (n log d)O(1) (dnO(1)
).

2.4 Differential Forms
For the definition and basic properties of differentials and

the de Rham complex we refer to [14]. For a commuta-
tive ring extension S/R we denote with ΩS/R the S-module
of Kähler differentials (or differential forms) of S over R.
We have the universal derivation d: S → ΩS/R, f 7→ df .
The module of differential forms extends to a complex of
R-modules

Ω•S/R : 0 −→ S
d0

−→ Ω1
S/R

d1

−→ Ω2
S/R

d2

−→ · · · ,

where Ωr
S/R := ∧rΩS/R is the rth exterior power as S-

modules, and the R-linear differential dr is given by

dr : Ωr
S/R → Ωr+1

S/R, dr(fdf1∧· · ·∧fr) := df∧df1∧· · ·∧dfr.

This is the de Rham complex of S relative to R. An r-form ω
is called closed if dω = 0, and it is called exact if there exists
an (r − 1)-form η with dη = ω.

Since Ωk[X]/k is free of rank n, the de Rham complex
Ω•k[X]/k terminates at the nth level, and Ωr

k[X]/k is the free
k[X]-module generated by the elements dXi1 ∧ · · · ∧ dXir ,
1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ir ≤ n. Similar statements hold for Ω•k(X)/k.
One can show that for r > 0 the rth cohomology of the
de Rham complex Ω•k[X]/k vanishes. Obviously, its zeroth
cohomology is isomorphic to k. By contrast, the cohomology
of Ω•k(X)/k is nontrivial. E.g., we will characterise closed
1-forms with rational coefficients over algebraically closed
fields in §5.1.1.

3. CONNECTED COMPONENTS
For polynomials f1, . . . , fr ∈ k[X] denote by Z(f1, . . . , fr)

their common zero set in An := An(k).
The main result of this section is concerned with the fol-

lowing problem:



#CCk (Counting connected components) Given polynomi-
als f1, . . . , fr ∈ k[X1, . . . , Xn], compute the number of con-
nected components of Z(f1, . . . , fr).

Theorem 3.1. #CCk ∈ FPARk, #CCQ ∈ FPSPACE.

We remark that in [38] the FPSPACE-hardness of #CCQ
was shown.

3.1 The zeroth de Rham Cohomology
It is known from topology that the connected components

of a topological space can be characterised by locally con-
stant continuous functions. We follow this idea and show
that in the algebraic setting these functions can be realised
by polynomials of moderate degree.

3.1.1 Definition and Main Theorem
Let V ⊆ An be an algebraic variety, and set K := k. We

define the zeroth algebraic de Rham cohomology of V as the
zeroth cohomology of the de Rham complex Ω•K[V ]/K , where
K[V ] = K[X]/I(V ) denotes the coordinate ring of V :

H0(V ) := {f ∈ K[V ] |df = 0}.

This is the space of locally constant regular functions on V .
Our algorithm relies on the following property of H0(V ).

Theorem 3.2. Let V ⊆ An be the zero set of polynomi-
als of degree at most d. Then V has dimH0(V ) connected
components, and H0(V ) has a basis given by polynomials of

degree bounded by dO(n2).

3.1.2 Proof of Theorem 3.2
The statement about the dimension of the zeroth de Rham

cohomology can be rephrased as follows.

Proposition 3.3. Let V =
Ss

i=1 Vi be the decomposition
of V into connected components. Then K[V ] '

Qs
i=1K[Vi].

This statement follows easily from the Chinese Remainder
Theorem [29, Theorem 2.1] using Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz.
To connect this statement with the de Rham cohomology,
we use the following well-known characterisation of direct
products by idempotents [14, §0.1]. A commutative ring S
is isomorphic to the direct product

Qs
i=1 Si of commutative

rings Si iff there exists a complete set of pairwise orthogonal
idempotents e1, . . . , es with Si ' Sei. This means that e2i =
ei, ei 6= 0, eiej = 0 for all i 6= j, and e1 + · · · + es = 1.
If moreover none of the ei can be written as a sum of two
nontrivial orthogonal idempotents, then e1, . . . , es will be
called maximal. Such a system is unique up to permutation.

We construct the idempotents e1, . . . , es ∈ K[V ] accord-
ing to Proposition 3.3 explicitly in the following way. Since
Vi ∩ Vj = ∅ for i 6= j, Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz implies that
there are polynomials ϕij ∈ I(Vi) and ψij ∈ I(Vj) with
ϕij+ψij = 1. Then one checks that ei :=

Q
j<i ϕji·

Q
j>i ψij ,

1 ≤ i ≤ s, defines the desired idempotents.
Since ei ∈ K[V ] takes the value 1 on Vi and vanishes

on all other connected components, it is locally constant.
And every locally constant function f can be written as
f =

P
i λiei with λi = f(x) for all x ∈ Vi. Thus e1, . . . , es

is a basis of H0(V ).
To obtain the degree bounds of Theorem 3.2, we first

use [21, Proposition 3] to prove that Vi can be defined by
polynomials of degree bounded by deg Vi ≤ dn. By the effec-

tive Nullstellensatz [27] there exist ϕij , ψij of degree ≤ dn2
.

From this the claimed bounds easily follow.

3.1.3 Algorithmic Idea
Theorem 3.2 reduces our problem to computing the di-

mension of H0(V ). Furthermore, it yields a basis of this

space of moderate degree. In particular, let D = dO(n2)

and denote with K[X]≤D the space of polynomials of degree
bounded by D. Consider the map π : K[X]≤D ↪→ K[X] �
K[V ], and let Z := π−1(H0(V )). Then π|Z : Z → H0(V ) is
surjective by Theorem 3.2, and its kernel is I(V )∩Z, hence

H0(V ) ' Z/(I(V ) ∩ Z). (4)

Our goal is now to express the conditions f ∈ I(V ) and f ∈
Z by linear equations in the coefficients of f . This way, we
will be able to compute dimZ and dim(I(V )∩Z) and hence
dimH0(V ) in parallel polynomial time. We begin with the
first condition.

3.2 Modified Pseudo Remainder

3.2.1 Definition and Basic Properties
The idea for the characterisation of I(V ) by a linear sys-

tem is to use squarefree regular chains, based on the observa-
tion that equation (1) defining pseudo division is linear if one
knows the exponent α in advance. As remarked in §2.3.1,
instead of the choice of a minimal α, one can also take a
fixed value for α to make the results unique. Recall that we
write premα(f, g) for the modified pseudo remainder with
respect to α. By showing bounds for the exponents and
degrees of the pseudo quotients and remainders one checks
that the following choices for the exponents αi will do.

Definition 2. Let G = {g1, . . . , gt} be a triangular set.
Let d ≥ 1 be some integer and δ := max{deg gi | 1 ≤ i ≤ t}.
Set αi := d(2δ + 1)t−i(2δ)t−i for 1 ≤ i ≤ t. For any poly-
nomial f ∈ k[X]≤d its modified pseudo remainder sequence
ft, . . . , f0 is defined by

ft := f, fi−1 := premαi(fi, gi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ t.

We define the modified pseudo remainder of f by G to be

premd(f,G) := f0.

Lemma 3.4. Let D := nd(2δ + 1)t(2δ)t. The map

k[X]≤d → k[X]≤D, f 7→ premd(f,G)

is well-defined and k-linear.

Since the computation of the modified pseudo remainder of
two polynomials reduces to solving a linear system of equa-
tions, the algorithms from §2.2 imply the following lemma.

Lemma 3.5. One can compute the matrix of the linear
map of Lemma 3.4 with respect to the monomial bases in

parallel time (n log dδ)O(1) and sequential time (dδ)nO(1)
.

3.2.2 Describing Radicals by Linear Algebra
Modified pseudo division can be used to test membership

to the saturated ideals of squarefree regular chains.

Proposition 3.6. Let G = {g1, . . . , gt} be a squarefree
regular chain with saturated ideal I. Then for any d ∈ N

I ∩ k[X]≤d = {f ∈ k[X]≤d |premd(f,G) = 0}.
The significance of Proposition 3.6 for us is that given

the squarefree regular chain G, the property prem d(f,G) =
0 can be described by a linear system of equations in the

coefficients of f . This system has size (dδ)nO(1)
, and can be

constructed in parallel polynomial time by Lemma 3.5.



3.3 Computing Differentials
In order to compute the dimension of the zeroth de Rham

cohomology via the isomorphism (4), it remains to describe
the space Z by a linear system.

The idea is to use squarefree regular chains in the follow-
ing way. Assume for simplicity that I = I(V ) is the satu-
rated ideal of a squarefree regular chain G = {g1, . . . , gt}.
In general G does not generate the whole ideal I, but it
generates it almost everywhere in the following sense. Let
Γ :=

Qt
i=1 lc (gi) be the product of the leading coefficients

of the gi. Then equation (2) shows that G generates I in
the localisation k[X]Γ. Furthermore we clearly have

Z(G) \ Z(Γ) ⊆ V ⊆ Z(G),

where the set on the left hand side is Zariski-dense in V
by [41, Corollary 2.4.7]. If f is locally constant on a Zariski-
dense subset of V , it is clearly locally constant on V by
continuity. Hence we have to check whether the differential
of f vanishes on Z(G) \ Z(Γ). We will shrink this subset a
little further by considering some multiple h of Γ such that
Z(G) \ Z(h) is also dense in V .

In other (more algebraic) words, we work in k[V ]h. For a
polynomial f ∈ k[X] we denote by f := f + I(V ) its residue
class in k[V ]. Then we have to check df = 0 in Ωk[V ]h/k.

We will give an explicit formula for df in Ωk[V ]h/k in terms
of the partial derivatives of f and of g1, . . . , gt.

To simplify notation we reorder and rename the variables
in a way such that X1, . . . , Xm are the free variables, i.e.,
those which are not the class of some gi, and the Y1, . . . , Yt

are the dependent variables with Yi = class (gi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ t.
Thus we are working in k[X,Y ] := k[X1, . . . , Xm, Y1, . . . , Yt]
with m+ t = n. Furthermore we set g := (g1, . . . , gt)

T and
consider the Jacobian matrix

Dg=

„
∂g

∂X
,
∂g

∂Y

«
=

0BB@
∂g1
∂X1

· · · ∂g1
∂Xm

∂g1
∂Y1

· · · ∂g1
∂Yt

...
...

...
...

∂gt
∂X1

· · · ∂gt
∂Xm

∂gt
∂Y1

· · · ∂gt
∂Yt

1CCA .

Note that since G is a triangular set, the matrix ∂g
∂Y

is lower
triangular. In the promised formula we have to invert this
matrix, so that its determinant ∆ := det( ∂g

∂Y
) =

Qt
i=1

∂gi
∂Yi

yields the multiple h := Γ∆. We first prove that h does not
cut away any irreducible component of V . Note that this
statement means that h is a non-zerodivisor on k[V ]. Since
Γ is no zerodivisor by [41], it remains to show that neither
is ∆. The second statement of the following lemma, which
follows immediately from the Jacobi criterion [28, VI, Satz
1.5], will be relevant later.

Lemma 3.7. The determinant ∆ is a not a zero divisor
on k[V ], hence V \ Z(∆) is Zariski-dense in V . Further-
more, V is smooth at each point in V \ Z(∆).

Now we state the desired formula.

Proposition 3.8. Let ∆ := det( ∂g
∂Y

) and h := Γ∆. Then

Ωk[V ]h/k =

mM
i=1

k[V ]hdXi

is a free k[V ]h-module, and for each f ∈ k[X] we have

df =

mX
i=1

 
∂f

∂Xi
− ∂f

∂Y

„
∂g

∂Y

«−1
∂g

∂Xi

!
dXi. (5)

Note that we have abused notation in that the coefficients
of the dXi in formula (5) are to be mapped into k[V ]h.

3.4 Proof of Theorem 3.1
Let V = Z(f1, . . . , fr) ⊆ An with polynomials fi ∈ k[X]

of degree bounded by d, and set I := I(V ). By Theorem 2.2
we can compute squarefree regular chains G1, . . . , Gs in k[X]
with saturated ideals I1, . . . , Is such that I = I1 ∩ · · · ∩ Is.
Let δ be an upper bound on the degree of the polynomials
in all Gi.

By Proposition 3.6 we have for each D ∈ N

I ∩K[X]≤D = {f ∈ K[X]≤D|
ŝ

i=1

prem D(f,Gi) = 0}, (6)

and by Lemma 3.4 this is the solution space of some linear

system of equations of size s(Dδ)nO(1)
, which can be con-

structed in parallel time (n logDδ)O(1) and sequential time

(Dδ)nO(1)
by Lemma 3.5.

Now let D = dO(n2) be the degree bound from Theo-
rem 3.2. According to (4), the number of connected compo-
nents of V is given by

dimH0(V ) = dimZ − dim(I ∩ Z), (7)

where Z = π−1(H0(V )) with π : K[X]≤D → K[V ], f 7→ f .
To compute the dimension of Z we consider the case s = 1

first. We use Proposition 3.8, whose notation we adopt.
Note that the coefficients of the dXi in (5) are rational

functions, since the matrix
`

∂g
∂Y

´−1
contains rational func-

tions. But the only denominator in that matrix is its de-
terminant ∆, which is a non-zerodivisor on K[V ] accord-
ing to Lemma 3.7. Hence we can multiply equation (5)
with ∆ to obtain polynomial functions. Then we have for
all f ∈ K[X]≤D

df = 0 ⇔
m̂

i=1

∆
∂f

∂Xi
− ∂f

∂Y
∆

„
∂g

∂Y

«−1
∂g

∂Xi
∈ I.

The degree of the polynomials in this expression is of or-

der (Dδ)nO(1)
, hence it can be expressed as a linear system

of equations with the same asymptotic size bound. More-

over, since the matrix ∆
`

∂g
∂Y

´−1
can be computed by plug-

ging the matrix ∂g
∂Y

into its characteristic polynomial, it
can be computed with Berkowitz’ algorithm [4]. A straight-
forward analysis shows that this algorithm runs in parallel

time (n log δ)O(1) and sequential time δnO(1)
.

Now, for general s, we have V = V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vs with Vi :=
Z(Ii). As we have seen, we can express the condition that f
is locally constant on Vi by a linear system of equations.
And f is locally constant on V iff if it is locally constant on
each Vi, so that we can combine the equations for all Vi to
obtain equations for Z.

Finally we have expressed Z as the solution space of a

linear system over k of size s(Dδ)nO(1)
. Using the bounds

for δ and s of Theorem 2.2 one sees that it has size dnO(1)
.

The combination of the systems for Z and (6) is a linear

system of size dnO(1)
for I ∩ Z.

By the results of §2.2 one can compute the dimensions

in (7) in parallel time (n log d)O(1) and sequential time dnO(1)

over k.



4. IRREDUCIBLE COMPONENTS
The methods of §3 yield also a new algorithm for counting

the irreducible components of a variety.

#ICk (Counting irreducible components) Given polyno-
mials f1, . . . , fr ∈ k[X1, . . . , Xn], compute the number of
absolutely irreducible components of Z(f1, . . . , fr).

The main result of this section is

Theorem 4.1. #ICk ∈ FPARk, #ICQ ∈ FPSPACE.

It is not difficult to see that #ICC is #PC-hard. This is
also valid in the bit model: #ICQ is #P-hard or even GCC-
hard. (For definitions of these counting complexity classes
see [9].)

Open question. What is the inherent complexity of #ICC?
Can it be reduced in polynomial time to counting complex
solutions of polynomial equations, i.e., to #PC?

Bürgisser et al. [10] recently showed that in the restricted
setting of semilinear sets given by additive circuits over the
reals, the problem of counting irreducible components is in-
deed captured by the class #P.

4.1 Locally Constant Rational Functions
For a variety V ⊆ An let R(V ) denote the ring of rational

functions on V . This is defined as the full quotient ring of
the coordinate ring K[V ], i.e., R(V ) is the localisation of
K[V ] with respect to the multiplicatively closed subset of
non-zerodivisors.

Similarly to §3.1.2 we have R(V ) '
Qs

i=1R(Vi) where
V = V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vs is the decomposition of V into irreducible
components, cf. [28, III, Satz 2.8]. Hence the number of irre-
ducible components is the cardinality of a maximal complete
set of orthogonal idempotents in R(V ).

We consider the space of locally constant rational func-
tions on V , which we denote (by analogy) with

H0
r (V ) := {f ∈ R(V ) |df = 0}.

Theorem 4.2. Let V ⊆ An be the zero set of polynomials
of degree at most d. Then V has dimH0

r (V ) irreducible com-
ponents. Let furthermore h be a non-zerodivisor on K[V ]
vanishing on the singular locus Sing V with deg h < d. Then
H0

r (V ) has a basis of rational functions of the form f/hN

with max{deg f,N} = dO(n2).

4.2 Proof of Theorem 4.1
Let V = Z(f1, . . . , fr) with polynomials fi of degree ≤ d,

and set I := I(V ). First we compute squarefree regular
chains Gi with saturated ideals Ii such that I =

T
i Ii. This

decomposition can be redundant, i.e., an irreducible compo-
nent of Z(Ii) may be contained in Z(Ij) with j 6= i. We
compute an irredundant decomposition I =

T
Ji as follows.

We order the Ii by descending dimension. Then the ideal
quotient Ji := Ii : (I1∩· · ·∩Ii−1) is the ideal of the union Vi

of all irreducible components of Z(Ii) not contained in some
other Z(Ij) for j < i. By irredundancy the number of ir-
reducible components of V is the sum of the numbers of
components of all Vi.

To compute the number of components of Vi, let hi be
defined as in Proposition 3.8 for Gi. For D,N ∈ N con-

sider the map ϕ : K[X]≤D → K[Vi]hi , f 7→ f/hi
N

, and let

Z := ϕ−1(H0
r (Vi)). For sufficiently large D,N ≤ dnO(1)

, the

restriction ϕ|Z : Z → H0
r (Vi) is surjective by Theorem 4.2,

hence

H0
r (Vi) ' Z/(Ji ∩ Z).

Therefore, the number of irreducible components of Vi is
given by dimH0

r (Vi) = dimZ − dim(Ji ∩ Z).
We can express Z as in §3.4 as the solution space of a

linear system of equations of size dnO(1)
and conclude by

efficient parallel linear algebra.

5. FIXING PARAMETERS

5.1 Counting Irreducible Factors
The complexity of the following problem depends on the

encoding of the input polynomial, so that we add super-
scripts to specify its encoding.

#IFk (Counting irreducible factors) Given a polynomial
f ∈ k[X1, . . . , Xn], compute the number of its absolutely
irreducible factors.

Theorem 5.1. #IF
(dense)
k ∈ FNC2

k, #IF
(dense)
Q ∈ FNC2.

This statement over Q was already shown in [2]. A new
proof, working over any field k of characteristic zero and
using differential forms, is provided in §5.1.1.

Note that Theorem 4.1 implies #IF
(slp)
Q ∈ FPSPACE. With

regard to the optimality of this statement, we only know the
following lower bound implied by [35].

Proposition 5.2. #IF
(slp)
Q is NP-hard with respect to po-

lynomial time Turing reductions.

Open question. Is #IF
(slp)
Q #P-hard?

5.1.1 Cohomology of a Hypersurface Complement
For f ∈ k[X] we denote by An

f := An \ Z(f) the com-
plement of the zero set of f . The ring of regular functions
on An

f is given by the localisation K[X]f of the polynomial
ring K[X] at the multiplicatively closed subset consisting
of powers of f . We consider the first algebraic de Rham
cohomology H1(An

f ) of An
f , which is defined as the first co-

homology vector space of the de Rham complex of K[X]f .
Note that logarithmic differentials dg

g
are closed forms and

behave additively on products, i.e., d(fg)
fg

= df
f

+ dg
g

.
The following is a refinement of a structure theorem for

closed 1-forms in ΩK(X1,X2)/K due to Ruppert [37]. Its
usefulness for algorithmic purposes was first discovered by
Gao [17].

Theorem 5.3. Let f =
Qs

i=1 f
ei
i be the factorisation of

f ∈ k[X] into pairwise coprime absolutely irreducible poly-
nomials. Then df1

f1
, . . . , dfs

fs
induce a basis of H1(An

f ). In

particular, the dimension of H1(An
f ) equals the number of

absolutely irreducible factors of f .

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let Z denote the space of the
closed forms 1

f

P
i gidXi with deg gi < d, and let B be the

space of the exact forms d(g/f) where deg g < d + 1. The
induced map Z/B → H1(An

f ) is surjective by Theorem 5.3.
One can show that each exact form of Z lies in B, hence the
map is also injective. Thus H1(An

f ) ' Z/B. Furthermore, Z
is the solution space of a linear system over k of polynomial
size. Similarly, B is the projection of the solution space of
a linear system of polynomial size. Hence dimZ and dimB
can both be computed in FNC2

k resp. FNC2, cf. §2.2. 2



5.2 Fixed Number of Equations
Here we consider the powerful slp encoding of polynomials

together with a bound on the formal degree of the slp in
unary. We denote the restriction of #ICk in this encoding

to a fixed number r of equations by #IC(r)
(d-slp)
k .

The main result of this section can be conveniently phrased
in terms of the following randomised parallel complexity
class.

Definition 3. We denote by FRNC the class of all func-
tions ϕ : {0, 1}∞ → {0, 1}∞ such that there exists a polyno-
mial p, a constant 0 < q < 1, and a logspace-uniform family
(Cn)n∈N of Boolean circuits of polynomial size and polyloga-
rithmic depth, where Cn computes the function ψn : {0, 1}n×
{0, 1}p(n) → {0, 1}∞, such that for all x ∈ {0, 1}n

P
“
{y ∈ {0, 1}p(n)|ϕ(x) 6= ψn(x, y)}

”
≤qn.

Theorem 5.4. We have #IC(r)
(d-slp)
Q ∈ FRNC.

The key idea of the proof is the reduction to a constant
number of variables by a Bertini type argument formally
expressed in Proposition 5.5 below (its proof is sketched in
§5.2.1). This can be naturally captured by the notion of
generic parsimonious reductions between counting problems
ϕ,ψ : C∞ → N defined in [11].

Proposition 5.5. There is a generic parsimonious re-

duction from the projective version of #IC(r)
(d-slp)
C to its

restriction to the fixed ambient space Pr+1.

Theorem 5.4 follows with the help of a new transfer the-
orem saying that if there exists a generic parsimonious re-
duction (π,R) from ϕ to ψ, and if πQ and ψQ are in FNC,
then ϕQ is in FRNC. Here ϕQ denotes the restriction of ϕ to
rational inputs.

We remark that in the Blum-Shub-Smale model [5] it
is possible to avoid randomisation at the price of losing

good parallelisation: we can show that #IC(r)
(d-slp)
C is com-

putable in (deterministic) polynomial time over C.

5.2.1 An explicit genericity condition for Bertini
Bertini’s Theorem [34, Corollary 4.18] states that the in-

tersection of an irreducible variety of dimension m with a
generic linear subspace of codimensionm−1 is an irreducible
curve. We generalise this statement to reducible varieties
and formulate an explicit genericity condition on the linear
space under which the conclusion holds.

Let us fix some notation. Denote with Gs(Pn) the Grass-
mannian variety of all s-dimensional linear subspaces of Pn.
If M ∈ Gs(Pn) is defined by the linear forms α1, . . . , αn−s,
the projection pM : Pn \M → Pn−s−1 centered at M is de-
fined by x 7→ (α1(x) : · · · : αn−s(x)). We say that the
variety V ⊆ Pn is transversal to L ∈ Gs(Pn) and write
V t L iff dimx(V ∩ L) = dimx V + s− n for all x ∈ V ∩ L,
and dim(TxV ∩ TxL) = dimTxV + s − n for almost all
smooth points x ∈ V ∩L. (dimx denotes the local dimension
and TxV the tangent space of V at x.)

Now let V be m-equidimensional, and M ∈ Gn−m−1(Pn)
with V ∩M = ∅. Denote with p : V → Pm the restriction
of pM to V . We define the set of branching values

BM (V ) := p
`
Sing (V ) ∪ {x ∈ V | dxp not surjective}

´
,

where dxp denotes the differential of p. The set BM (V ) is a
proper subvariety of Pm.

If V = Z(f1, . . . , fr) is not equidimensional, let V =
Vn−r ∪ · · ·∪Vn its decomposition into equidimensional com-
ponents, where dimVm = m. Our genericity condition for
L ∈ Gr+1(Pn) is

n̂

m=n−r

`
∃M ∈ Gn−m−1(L) ∃` ∈ G1(pM (L)) :

M ∩ Vm = ∅ ∧ ` t BM (Vm)
´
. (8)

We can show that almost all L ∈ Gr+1(Pn) satisfy condi-
tion (8), and in this case L is transversal to V .

Using ideas from [34] we can prove the following subtle
technical statement.

Proposition 5.6. Let V ⊆ Pn be a variety defined by
homogeneous polynomials f1, . . . , fr. Then for each L ∈
Gr+1(Pn) satisfying condition (8) the variety V ∩ L has the
same number of irreducible components as V .

In order to prove that (V,L) 7→ V ∩L is a generic parsimo-
nious reduction it remains to show that, given V and L, one
can check the genericity condition (8) in the constant free
polynomial hierarchy over R (cf. [11]). This can be verified
similarly as the transversality statements in [9].
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